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Abstract— Distributed computing is an independent and 

heterogeneous system in nature. The system structure and 

links may changes during the execution of the distributed 

programs. Each system is only aware about the input of the 

system. So there is a problem of fault tolerance in 

distributed system when one of the working node moves. In 

this paper we have studied about various fault tolerance 

techniques in distributed system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The distributed system is a collection of independent 

computers that appears to the users as a single coherent 

system.   It can be of two types either homogenous or 

heterogeneous. A heterogeneous distributed computing 

system is that where random node can fail permanently.  A 

homogenous distributing computing system is that which 

shares local memory. Because the DCS is heterogeneous, so 

its various nodes have different hardware and software 

characteristics. The different components of the application 

also have various hardware and software requirements. A 

distributed system connected by local networks and 

physically connected with each others. Distributed 

computing utilizes a network of many computers, each 

accomplishing a portion of an overall task, to achieve a 

computational result much more quickly than with a single 

computer. A computer program that runs on distributed 

system is known distributed program. The process of writing 

such types of languages is called distributed programming 

[14]. Grid computing and Cluster computing are types of 

distributed computing systems. A Distributed system 

consists of a group of independent computers associated 

through a network and sharing middleware which enables 

computers to organize their behavior and to share the 

property of the system so that users identify the system as a 

single, in corporate computing facility [15].  

There are many properties of distributed computing system. 

1) Each computational entity has local memory. The 

entities communicate with each others with the 

help of message passing.  

2) The system has to tolerate failures in individual 

computers. The system structure and links may 

changes during the execution of the distributed 

programs. Each system is only aware about the 

input of the system.  

3) Resource sharing is the capability to use any 

hardware, software or data anywhere in the system. 

Resources in a distributed system, dissimilar the 

centralized one, are physically encapsulated within 

one of the computers and can only be accessed 

from others by communication. Openness is 

apprehensive with extensions and improvements of 

distributed systems. New components have to be 

included with presented components so that the 

added functionality becomes accessible from the 

distributed system as a whole [16]. 

 Issues in  Distributed Computing System: 

The theoretical distance between an analysis and a resultant 

design is supposed to be kept to a  lowest. This improves 

understandability, traceability and maintainability .The main 

issue  in distributed computing are as follow [4]. 

A. Complex Mappings:  

The mapping among the analysis and individuals concepts  

design is not one-to-one. A single real-world entity can be 

represented by several software substances. Suppose to 

enlarge access time, a parcel-tracking system may comprise 

various software matter for a single parcel and distribute 

them across the network [2]. 

B. Transparency:  

To help make a dispersed system more unlock, extensible, 

and fault tolerant, designers attempt to shield users from 

issues dealing with the actual location of an object and 

concurrent access, replication, migration, scaling, and 

failures. This principle is called transparency. Unluckily, 

technique for achieve clearness further increase the 

theoretical detachment between investigation and design. 

C. Emergent Communications:  

Distributed software systems involve many of different 

kinds of communications. Most of them, however, do not 

relate directly to communications in the problem domain. 

Some exist for housekeeping reasons, like replica 

management and transaction, process synchronization, name 

resolution, and service binding. Others exist as a result of 

using exacting communication architecture. In either case, 

these emergent communications play a significant role in 

design, and therefore, cannot be left out of a concept model 

[2]. 

D. Fragmented Behavior: 

A software entity may symbolize only a fraction of an entity 

described in the analysis. It will submit to such partial 

representations, as entity fragments. The object fragments 

that correspond to an exact real-world thing do not have to 

be identical as long as they cooperatively summarize the 

necessary information and behavior. In a client/server 

environment, customer thing fragments are often very 

frivolous and correspond with their server counterparts to 

provide users with the complete functionality [6]. 

E. Emergent Resource Sharing:  

Distribution can also set up a significant amount of resource 

sharing that didn't exist in the  analysis. In the real-world 

parcel system, only one person is able to handling a given 

parcel at a time. In a distributed software system, a lot of 

different users may be accessing and updating the software 

items for that parcel at the same time. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In paper [1] Vinod Kumar Yadav had tried to solve the 

problem of maximizing reliability of heterogeneous 

distributed computing system where random node can fail 

permanently. They utilize the load sharing policies for 

handling the nodes failure as well as maximizing the service 

reliability of DCS. They have undertaken a two-phase 

hybrid approach to analyze the service reliability of 

heterogeneous DCS in the presence of communication and 

node uncertainty. They proposed a approach in which If any 

processor failed before executing the tasks assigned on it, it 

will transfer reaming tasks to next more reliable and cost 

effective processor. Repeat this phase until all the tasks got 

executed and compared with those derived by load sharing 

approach. The simulation result shows that, in most of the 

cases this hybrid solution gives the more cost effective 

results than load sharing approach. For a small test case of 

eight tasks, it improved the performance up to 20% from 

load sharing solutions. Performance graph shows as the 

number of tasks increases the performance of hybrid 

approach will also increases.  

Tome Dimovski, Pece Mitrevski[10],  they 

proposed a Connection Fault- Tolerant Model for mobile 

environment which considers two communication scenarios 

first is when MHs can connect to the fixed network through 

MSS, and the second when MHs cannot connect to the fixed 

network. They also presented a Decision Algorithm which is 

responsible for making a decision for a MH, when 

corresponding MH-Ag cannot communicate with its MH for 

a defined period of time. The CFT model reduces the 

blocking time of resources at the fixed devices. So it 

provides fast recovery from connection failures owing to 

mobility of mobile devices hence it increases the number of 

committed mobile transactions.   Rajwinder Singh et.al [3]  

presented mobile agent based fault prevention and detection 

technique where the team of mobile agents monitor each 

host in mobile agent based system. They proposed an 

approach to introduce fault tolerance in multi agent system 

through check pointing based on updating of weights from 

time to time while calculating the dependence of hosts. 

From experimental results it can be safely inferred that the 

proposed monitoring technique for multi agent distributed 

application may effectively increase system's fault tolerance 

beside effective recognition of vulnerabilities in system. 

Asma Insaf Djebbar [4] presented approach of modeling by 

groups for faults tolerance based in MAS, which predicts a 

problem and provide decisions in relation to critical nodes. 

Their work contributes to the resolution of two points. First, 

they propose an algorithm for modeling by groups in 

wireless network Ad hoc. Secondly, they study the fault 

tolerance by prediction of disconnection and partition in 

network; therefore they provide an approach which 

distributes efficiently the information in the network by 

selecting some objects of the network to be duplicates of 

information. In this paper [5] , Rajwinder Singh et.al  they 

proposed a novel parallel check pointing algorithm 

antecedence graph approach for achieving fault tolerance in 

mobile agent systems. By recording the dependency relation 

among mobile agents in antecedence graphs  and  provide 

check pointing them for stable storage during the normal 

computation message transmission, the proposed algorithm 

can reduce the time latency for a global check pointing 

procedure significantly. The quantitative analysis and 

numerical results reveal that the proposed algorithm has 

better performance than existing ones. The overheads for 

proposed scheme are significantly low. They implemented it 

by use of other check pointing schemes can also be done to 

improve the proposed scheme in order to further enhance the 

execution time and recovery time. In future, work could be 

done for integrating graph based and non-graph-based 

schemes to achieve high level of fault tolerance for making 

real life, mobile agent-based applications more reliable and 

fault tolerant. 

III. FAULT TOLERANCE IN DISTRIBUTED 

Fault tolerance means the ability of the system to work 

properly or efficiently in the presence of the fault. Fault 

Tolerance can be achieved with the help of two ways. These 

ways are as follow: 

1) Recovery 

2) Redundancy 

A good fault- tolerant system design requires a 

careful study of failures causes of failures and    system 

responses to failures. Such learning should be approved out 

in aspect before the design start and have to remain part of 

the design process. Planning to keep away from failures is 

most important. A designer must examine the situation and 

decide the failures that must be tolerated to achieve the 

preferred level of dependability. To optimize fault tolerance, 

it is important to calculate approximately actual failure rate 

for each possible failure. The real time distributed systems 

like grid, robotics, nuclear air traffic control systems etc. are 

highly responsible on deadline. Any mistake in real time 

distributed system can cause a system into collapse if not 

properly detected and recovered at time. Fault-tolerance is 

the important method which is often used to continue 

reliability in these systems. By applying extra hardware like 

processors, resource, communication links hardware, fault 

tolerance can be achieved. In software fault tolerance tasks, 

to deal with faults messages are added into the system. 

A. Various Techniques for Fault Tolerance: 

There are various techniques which are used for fault 

tolerance. These are as follows: 

Sr No. Techniques Description 

1. 
Replication 

 

It Provides multiple identical instances of same system or subsystem, directing tasks 

or request to all of them in parallel , choosing the correct result on the basis of a 

quorum. It is well known technique which is used to enhance the availability. It is 

proxy based monitoring technique which is applied in distributed systems.  It has two 

strategies either Active(real time) or Passive.  It helps to remove overhead issues and 

complexity. 

2. 
Hardware 

Resilience 

It is memory error correction technique. It also handle network reliability by the 

hardware unit transparency. 
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3. 
Application 

based Resilience 

It deals with faults using information about the application used by it and makes the 

developer more intelligent. 

4. Check pointing 

Fault Tolerance can be achieved through various types of redundancy. Check-point 

start is the common method. IN this method an application starts from the earlier 

checkpoint after a fault. Application may not be able to meet strict timing targets. 

 

4.1 

Types of check 

pointing 
 

 
a) User 

Triggered 

It requires user interaction. User should have knowledge of all the processes related 

to it. The main problem is identification of location by the users. 

 

b) Un co-

ordinate check 

pointing 

In this technique, process co-ordinate with their check pointing activities and each 

process records it local checkpoint independently. It requires cascade rollbacks 

which lead to the initial state due to domino effect. 

 

 
c) Co-ordinate 

Check pointing 

It is also known as synchronous checkpoint process which takes place checkpoints in 

such manners that results become consistent. 

It follows 2-phase commit state. 

 

d) Message 

Logging basesd 

checkpointng 

In this techniques all the interaction takes place through messages only. Each 

message received by a process that is saved in messages log on stable storage. 

Table 1: 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Distributed Computing system is heterogeneous in nature. 

Distributed system consists of a group of independent 

computers associated through a network and sharing 

middleware which enables computers to organize their 

behavior. In this paper the main focus is on various 

techniques of fault tolerance in distributed system.  

Everything has its pros and cons.  It is concluded that check 

pointing is the better technique because it increases the 

performance than other techniques and overhead are 

significantly low. 
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